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2016 RUPA MEMBERS

ACT BRUMBIES

WESTERN FORCE

MELBOURNE REBELS

QUEENSLAND REDS

NSW WARATAHS

MEN’S SEVENS

WOMEN’S SEVENS

Nigel
Allan
Ben
Albert
Rory
Jarrad
Sam
Robbie
Tomas
James
Michael
Blake
Scott
Ben
Jordan
Nick
Tevita
Christian
Tyrel
Les
Josh
Stephen
David
Joe
Scott
Jordan
Ruan
Henry
Tom
Lausii
Joe
Matt
Aidan
Ita
Michael

Jermaine
Chris
Richie
Marcel
Luke
Nathan
Adam
Angus
Pekahou
Tetera
Kyle
Richard
Dane
Ross
Chris
Matthew
Oliver
Kane
Brad
Jonno
Ryan
Steve
Semisi
Alby
Ben
Guy
Luke
Albert
Ian
Anaru
Junior
Harry
Tom
Brynard
Heath
Francois

Cruze
Paul
Ryan
Cameron
Steve
Jack
Tamati
Tom
Colby
Scott
Jamie
Michael
Dan
Reece
Mitch
Sam
Luke
Patrick
Rob
Kotaro
Sean
Ben
Tim
Tom
Dallan
Sefa
Jonah
Jordan
Culum
Dominic
Toby
Mick
Nic
Adam
Lopeti
Sione
Laurie

Curtis
Browning
Ben
Daley
Kane
Douglas
Sef
Faagase
Anthony Faingaa
Saia
Faingaa
Lolo
Fakaosilea
Chris
Feauai-Sautia
Nick
Frisby
Scott
Gale
Liam
Gill
Ayumu
Goramaru
Sam
Greene
Michael Gunn
Greg
Holmes
Karmichael
Hunt
Samuela V Kerevi
Adam
Korczyk
Chris
Kuridrani
Junior
Laloifi
Matt
Mafi
Campbell Magnay
Mack
Mason
Ben
Matwijow
Jake
McIntyre
Etu
Nabuli
Cadeyrn Neville
Duncan Paia-aua
Pettowa Paraka
Izaiah
Perese
Andrew Ready
Izack
Rodda
Jake
Schatz
Robert
Simmons
James
Slipper
Henry
Taefu
Sam
Talakai
JJ
Taulagi
Caleb
Timu
Lukhan Tui

Kurtley
Matt
Henry
Andrew
Jack
David
Israel
Bernard
Jake
Zac
Ned
Bryce
Jed
Michael
Robert
David
Andrew
Tolu
Sam
Matt
Ryan
Dean
Taqele
Wycliff
Nick
Tatafu
Hugh
Reece
Benn
Patrick
Matt
William
Jim
Angus
Jeremy
Senio
Brad

Cameron
Thomas
Allan
Cornelius
Pama
Lewis
Henry
Gregory
Edward
Simon
Boyd
Tom
Tom
Nick
Pat
Sam
James
Stephan
Samuel
Quade
Nick
John
Josh
Jesse

Brooke
Nicole
Charlotte
Emilee
Shenae
Chloe
Dom
Gemma
Georgie
Ellia
Mahalia
Shannon
Evania
Tiana
Alicia
Taleena
Emma
Amy
Laura
Brooke
Sharni

Ah Wong
Alaalatoa
Alexander
Anae
Arnold
Butler
Carter
Coleman
Cubelli
Dargaville
Dowsett
Enever
Fardy
Hyne
Jackson-Hope
Jooste
Kuridrani
Lealiifano
Lomax
Makin
Mann-Rea
Moore
Pocock
Powell
Sio
Smiler
Smith
Speight
Staniforth
Taliauli
Tomane
Toomua
Toua
Vaea
Wells
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Ainsley
Alcock
Arnold
Brache
Burton
Charles
Coleman
Cottrell
Cowan
Faulkner
Godwin
Hardwick
Haylett-Petty
Haylett-Petty
Heiberg
Hodgson
Hoskins
Koteka
Lacey
Lance
Louwrens
Mafi
Masiwera
Mathewson
McCalman
Millar
Morahan
Nikoro
Prior
Rangi
Rasolea
Scoble
Sexton
Stander
Tessman
Van Wyk

Ah Nau
Asquith
Cocker
Crawford
Cummins
Debreczeni
Ellison
English
Faingaa
Fuglistaller
Hagan
Harris
Hawkins
Hodge
Inman
Jeffries
Jones
Leafa
Leota
Matsushima
McMahon
Meehan
Metcher
Moloney
Murphy
Naivalu
Placid
Reid
Retallick
Shipperley
Smith
Snowden
Stirzaker
Thomson
Timani
Tuipulotu
Weeks

Beale
Carraro
Clunies-Ross
Deegan
Dempsey
Dennis
Folau
Foley
Gordon
Guildford
Hannigan
Hegarty
Holloway
Hooper
Horne
Horwitz
Kellaway
Latu
Lousi
Lucas
McCauley
Mumm
Naiyaravoro
Palu
Phipps
Polota-Nau
Roach
Robertson
Robinson
Ryan
Sandell
Skelton
Stewart
Ta’avao
Tilse
Toleafoa
Wilkin
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Clark
Cusack
Faalavaau
Foley
Fou
Holland
Hutchison
Jeloudev
Jenkins
Kennewell
Killingworth
Kingston
Lucas
Malouf
McCutcheon
Myers
Stannard
Van der Walt
Figg
Cooper
Cummins
Porch
Holmes
Parahi

Anderson
Beck
Caslick
Cherry
Ciesiolka
Dalton
Du Toit
Etheridge
Friedrichs
Green
Murphy
Parry
Pelite
Penitani
Quirk
Simon
Tonegato
Turner
Waldie
Walker
Williams

CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT
BRUCE HODGKINSON SC

A new era of Super Rugby brought with it adverse effects as our
Women’s Sevens squad deserving stole the Australian Rugby
spotlight with their inaugural Word Championship and 2016 Olympic
Gold Medal

When our Men’s and Women’s Sevens
squads headed off to Rio, they made
history in being the first Rugby players
to represent their nation at an Olympic
games since 1924.
In winning gold, our Women’s Sevens
team not only then won Australia’s first
team gold medal since 2004, they have
carved out a legacy for the game which
will live long after they have hung up
their boots. Having won their inaugural
Women’s World Series title in 201516, they entered the tournament as
marked women. They were favourites
and expected to win. They carried that
expectation and rose above it to create
their own slice of Olympic history, and
confirming their place as the most
successful Australian Rugby team in 2016.
To those 12 inspiring young women,
recognised on Australia Day 2017 as
medallists in the order of Australia, thank

you for making this game even greater.
Congratulations on your historic and well
deserved achievement and thank you for
placing women in Rugby, front and centre,
literally at the top of the dais, and inspiring
young girls across the country to dare to
dream to follow in your footsteps.
Our Men’s Sevens squad will be
disappointed with their campaign in
finishing 8th; the challenge for the young
squad is to take the lessons of hardship
into their next years and endeavours.
On the fifteen’s side of the game, the
Brumbies continued to add to their
legacy as the most consistent performing
Australian team. Another conference title
saw them host the Highlanders, going
down narrowly in a tight and tough
quarter final.
The headline story for Super Rugby in
2016 was unfortunately not on the field
however. By the June break, the optimism
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for the new 18-team competition model
had worn away and the fan metrics began
to tell a sorry tale of the challenges of the
new structure. Too many conferences,
too much confusion, too little fan
engagement. Through the third quarter
of the year, murmurs had begun that the
unprecedented action of revising the
competition structure during a broadcast
cycle was being considered by SANZAAR
and that Accenture had been called in to
provide a 10 year strategic plan for the
competition.
By the end of the year, little progress had
been made and the stalemate continued
long into the start of 2017. There are
notions that less might be more for Super
Rugby and that Australia might have to
give for the good of the SANZAAR whole.
RUPA strongly opposes those sentiments
and such contractionary strategy and will
ensure that we advocate assertively for the
best interests of our members and for the

entirety of Rugby in Australia should such
reductions be pursued.
The alignment of the interests of the
players and the game is not a new notion,
it has been at the heart of the relationship
between the players and the Union since
the inception of professionalism. In
that context the players are a collective
stakeholder unlike any other Rugby Body.
Players see the importance of the entire
industry’s health and of sound strategies
to ensure growth for the future, rather
than the week to week priorities of teams
aiming to win matches each weekend.
Over the last decade RUPA has grown
its capacity to be a voice in the game’s
strategic debate. And in the last couple
of years has also zeroed back in on
delivering important advocacy support
for current players, and fostering ongoing
connections between the games past
players. We will always be focused on
the best interests of Rugby in Australia,
and also on fulfilling our core purpose
to our current members so that they can
be better people, better players and live
better lives.
RUPA was fortunate in 2016 to have great
governance stability, with only two new
faces joining the Board. James Slipper was
elected by his peers at the Reds to fill the
shoes of long-time Director and incredible
contributor James Horwill. Meanwhile, the
departure of Rebels Director, Mike Harris
to ply his trade in France led to the mid-

year election of the highly respected Tom
English to the RUPA Board.
These new appointments joined returning
President, Benn Robinson, and Player
Directors, Stephen Moore, Bernard Foley
and Matt Hodgson; Sevens Directors Ed
Jenkins and Gemma Etheridge; as well
as Co-opted Directors, Adam WallaceHarrison, Shannon Parry and Sally Fielke.
Ross Xenos has worked tirelessly as RUPA
CEO. His dedication and commitment
has ensured that RUPA is well prepared
to meet all the issues facing Rugby in
Australia and to serve the interests of the
players in the best possible way. He and
the team at RUPA have my support and
gratitude.
Lastly, I’d like to congratulate the retiring
Benn Robinson on his record-breaking
career and for his selfless representation
of players in the last three years as
President. Benn has played a very active
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role in being at the CBA negotiating
table and also an integral liaison behind
the scenes. He is one of the most well
respected players in the game and will
undoubtedly carry that respect and the
quality of his character into his next
career.
My sincere thanks to Benn and all Board
Directors for ongoing service and counsel
to RUPA.

PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
BENN ROBINSON

2016 will long be remembered in Australian Rugby circles as the year
in which Australia’s women took centre stage, with the Rugby Sevens
team winning both the inaugural Olympic Gold Medal for the sport
in Rio de Janeiro and also a maiden World Rugby Sevens Series

Superbly led by Co-Captains Shannon
Parry and Sharni Williams, their
performance united the nation behind
Rugby in much the same vein as the
Wallabies’ run to the Rugby World Cup
Final ten months earlier, and signified the
important role that Women’s Rugby has
to play amongst the future of the game in
Australia.
Off the field, 2016 saw the continual
growth of RUPA’s Player Development
Program through the addition of Gina
Rees as the Australian Rugby Sevens
Program’s first stand-alone Player
Development Manager, a role which
became full-time early in 2017.
The annual RUPA Induction Camp was
held in December and saw content shifts
that were reflective of both feedback
from previous attendees, and also of the
changes in age, gender and professional
experience of those attending, with a

greater focus upon mental health and
greater engagement with past and current
players.
Our RUPA Players’ Alumni network
continued to evolve under the
stewardship of Rosemary Towner and
Patrick Phibbs, with workshopping forums
held in Brisbane and Sydney designed to
gain significant knowledge and feedback
from past players in regards to transition,
ongoing communication, wellbeing and
ongoing support.
A large amount of time was invested into
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
negotiations, with the current CBA due
to expire at the end of 2017, however
significant progress wasn’t able to be
found with the Australian Rugby Union
(ARU) and RUPA philosophically opposed
on a number of issues. Those talks will
continue in 2017, with RUPA continuing to
seek regular feedback from the players in
order to best represent them.
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For the Wallabies, 2016 was a challenging
year on the field as we were unable
to reach the same great heights of
2016. A challenging fixture saw us play
England and New Zealand, both in the
midst of world record unbeaten runs,
a combined seven times, however the
injection of talent through thirteen new
Wallabies bodes well for the future, with
consecutive victories in the Northern
Hemisphere against Wales, Scotland and
France a particular highlight.
In August 2016, we were all rocked by the
news that Christian Leali’ifano had been
diagnosed with leukaemia. Cancer doesn’t
discriminate, and in Christian it has
targeted one of Australian Rugby’s most
selfless, caring and devoted individuals,
let alone of our most talented backs in
recent seasons. In December, Christian
was voted by his peers as RUPA’s Medal
For Excellence winner, recognition not
only of the high regard in which he is

held by his fellow players, but also his
tireless dedication to life away from Rugby
through community work in Canberra. I’m
heartened by news of his progress, and
look forward to seeing him back on the
Rugby field soon.
At a Super Rugby level, the Brumbies again
topped the Australian conference despite
concerted challenges from the Waratahs
and Rebels, while a number of young
players gained valuable Super Rugby
experience at both the Reds and Force.
Many of those youngsters went on to form
the nucleus of the Buildcorp NRC-winning
Perth Spirit team, yet another great
example of the continued development
of Rugby in non-traditional states as
the importance of a national footprint
continues to bear fruit.
With my retirement from professional
Rugby, 2016 sees my tenure as RUPA
President come to a close. Moving into the
role is a long-time Waratahs and Wallabies

teammate of mine, Dean Mumm, who will
continue to represent the players with
honesty, bravery and integrity at all times.
Thank you to my fellow player Board
Members – Shannon, Bernard, Ed,
Gemma, James, Matt, Tom and Stephen for giving your time to RUPA again in 2016,
to Sally, Adam and Ross for your support
and guidance, and especially to Bruce for
your mentorship and council. I leave the
RUPA Board with a set of skills which will
compliment my many years within the
Waratahs’ high performance environment,
and which will significantly aid my
transition into the next phase of my life.
Finally, I’d like to thank all RUPA members
for their support both this year and
throughout my Presidency, and for their
ongoing support of RUPA in all of the day
to day operations which are undertaken
in order to strive towards the unashamed
ambition of making playing Rugby
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in Australia the greatest professional
experience anywhere in the world.
While we cannot compete with some
other nations financially, and there
remains some way to go to achieve that
goal, the determination shown by the
RUPA Board to pursue excellence will
reap significant rewards for both this
generation of players, and also those to
come in the future.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Benn Robinson

Bruce Hodgkinson SC

PRESIDENT

CHAIRMAN

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
REPORT
ROSS XENOS

Bernard Foley

James Slipper

Tom English

Matt Hodgson

PLAYER DIRECTOR
WARATAHS

PLAYER DIRECTOR
REDS

PLAYER DIRECTOR
REBELS

PLAYER DIRECTOR
FORCE

Stephen Moore

Ed Jenkins

Gemma Etheridge

Shannon Parry

PLAYER DIRECTOR
BRUMBIES

PLAYER DIRECTOR
MEN’S SEVENS

PLAYER DIRECTOR
WOMEN’S SEVENS

CO-OPTED DIRECTOR

Adam Wallace-Harrison

Sally Fielke

Ross Xenos

CO-OPTED DIRECTOR

CO-OPTED DIRECTOR

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

After the highs of a World Cup Final, the history making Women’s
Sevens Gold Medal in Rio was a welcome highlight in a year where
on and off-field challenges re-emerged in Australian Rugby, and as
the players began negotiating with the Rugby Bodies for a further
Collective Bargaining Agreement.

On Field
600 million people worldwide were
watching on as Australia’s Women’s
Sevens team won gold at the 2016 Rio
Olympic games and truly stamped their
dominance on that format of the game,
having won their inaugural World Series
only months earlier. Led by Sharni Williams
and Shannon Parry, the 14 players in Rio
(including two players in a shadow squad)
showed the nation and the game what
unity of purpose is all about. They deserve
more congratulations than Rugby can
afford to provide and the incremental
boost in participation of junior girls and
boys in both contact and non-contact
formats of the game is very much of their
making.
The Wallabies and our five Super
Rugby teams endured challenging
years following on from a stable and
successful 2015. The post-RWC effect
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and the ever-growing financial capacity
of European Clubs continued to have a
significant impact on player recruitment
and retention decisions, with more players
departing for overseas at the end of Super
Rugby than in any other year. The high
performance impact of Australia’s inability
to retain talented players at all levels is
one of the most important strategic issues
facing the game which we hope to work
with the Rugby Bodies to address via the
CBA.
The third year of the Buildcorp NRC saw
the Perth Spirit win their first title after
many years of being right in the mix. After
a challenging year for the Force, their
success exemplified the re-booting of
the WA high performance program and
was a great advertisement of the stars of
tomorrow being unearthed and developed
on the west coast.
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Collective Bargaining
Having agreed a new CBA Term Sheet in
2013, CBA IV commenced in 2014 and
expires on 31 December 2017. Unlike
its predecessors, there are no rollover
provisions in the current agreement,
making negotiations for a new agreement
critical to providing stability and certainty
for all professional rugby stakeholders.
After many months of drafting, the new
long-form of CBA IV was fully executed by
all Rugby Bodies and RUPA on 2 August
2016.
Not long after, RUPA and the Rugby Bodies
entered into good faith negotiations for
a new deal, with the players motivated
to ensure that the CBA is more than
just an industrial agreement; rather,
the proposition put forward by RUPA
was that the CBA should provide a high
performance framework that allows
playing Rugby in Australia or for Australia

to be the best Rugby experience in the
world.
We predicated this aspiration on three key
objectives:
1. To improve the competitiveness and
commercial viability of the five Super
Rugby (SR) teams, which will flow through
to benefit the Wallabies and Australian
Rugby.
2. To fairly and responsibly integrate
Rugby Sevens into the CBA framework;
further advancing the professionalism of
the program and enabling strategies to
leverage growth opportunities.
3. To ensure that Australian Rugby is
positioned as a sport and employer
of choice for aspiring elite male and
female athletes, with an aligned and
comprehensive pathway to support their
journey to professional rugby.
RUPA presented our vision for the CBA
to the CEOs of each Super Rugby team
via the Australian Rugby Strategy Group
and also to the HR Committee of the ARU
Board.
My sincere thanks to Toby Duncan, Adrian
Turner and the team at FCB for their
support of RUPA’s negotiation preparation
and approach.
After early positive signs, negotiations
broke down as the Rugby Bodies took a
philosophically different approach based
on a “zero-sum” negotiation and aiming to
erode several player entitlements in order
to provide any flexibility and improvement
in others.
Moreover, the increasing uncertainty
in relation to the future of Super Rugby
began to have a severely destabilising

impact. Particularly, public assertions
that Australia might no longer be able to
financially sustain five teams, just months
after announcing a new broadcast deal
for the game which provides an additional
$30M per annum.

the paper put forward a variety of
competition models which could achieve
these objectives, and recommended an
Australasian competition, with a crossover finals series with South Africa and
Argentina.

Future of Super Rugby

The paper also put forward in a very
clear way that the competition could
be significantly improved without the
necessity of cutting an Australian team.

On 23-24 June, a meeting of the ARSG
including RUPA was presented with early
fan and broadcast metrics of the 2016
season and the new 18-team competition
format. In short, the financial viability of
the new model was already under threat
as the complexity and lack of integrity
had translated into serious decline in key
KPIs. Broadcasters were highly concerned
and match day revenue for teams was
suffering. Accenture was commissioned
by SANZAAR to look to alternative
competition models and also to propose a
10 year plan for the future of Super Rugby.
By August, the ARU were no longer
publicly confirming a five team future for
the game and speaking far less assertively
about the importance of a national
footprint. This was followed by the ARU
taking control of the Western Force from
Rugby WA via an Alliance Agreement.
In early October, RUPA provided the ARU
with a paper entitled “Australia’s Future in
Super Rugby”. The paper looked forward
and did not dwell on the advice previously
provided by RUPA and GMS to ARU in
2014 that the new competition model
would fail. The paper proposed that in
order to address the strategic failings of
the competition, simplification of the
conference structure, an increase in the
games in timezone, and geographic
labelling of teams were a few of the ideas
for urgent consideration. Ultimately,
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On 27 October 2016, the boards of RUPA
and ARU met for the first time in many
years to discuss several strategic matters;
and importantly this issue. The ARU
Board agreed with the Australasian option
being the most commercially attractive,
but noted significant and in their view
insurmountable challenges in bring New
Zealand into closer partnership.
By later in the year and through early 2017,
the smoke around this Super Rugby fire
only bellowed further and RUPA engaged
in more public, proactive and playerdriven initiatives to ensure that the ARU
and the broader Rugby community were
aware of the reasons why Australian Rugby
is Stronger As Five.
Past Players
A small but important shift also occurred
in RUPA’s approach to player relations
in 2016, with Patrick Phibbs taking on a
stronger focus in RUPA’s reconnection
with past players. The emphasis of this
engagement was to take retired players
experiences and insights in order to
improve the services and support RUPA
provides to current players.
The intended evolution is that over the
next year, RUPA will look to facilitate
greater connectivity between past players

for both wellbeing, networking and
professional benefits as well as providing
broader support services.
Player Development
Since 2001, RUPA has utilised the
financial investment provided via the
CBA to provide professional players with
a program focused on their personal
development away from rugby. As the
program has evolved, including the move
to full-time Player Development Managers
at each Australian Super Rugby team, the
focus has always remained on tailoring
the services and opportunities provided
to players based on their individual and/
or team circumstances. In 2016, RUPA
was able to expand these services further
by employing Gina Rees as our inaugural
PDM for the men’s and women’s sevens.
Gina started part-time with RUPA and by
the end of the year had agreed to work
full-time in 2017.
They RUPA PDP focuses on six key areas:

In 2016, RUPA provided 125 players with
over $390k in education reimbursements,
a record distribution by some margin,
illustrating the commitment from players
and the support provided by the Program
to pursue their academic goals.
Rosemary Towner heads up RUPA’s PDP
and I would like to acknowledge her
efforts and faith in embracing a new vision
for the PDP and driving its significant
re-invigoration in 2015. Equally, I’d like to
thank all PDMs – Matt, Lachie, Sam, Robin
and Cameron – for their ongoing support
of and commitment to our membership.
Commercial Partners
RUPA is fortunate to have an avid coterie
of sponsors and business partners, who
provide various means of support, as well
as direct expertise and benefits to players.
I would personally like to thank each of
the below for their contributions to our
successes in 2015:

• Career & Education

• Jason Murray, Gary McMahon &
Annamiek Gray from NAB Private

• Wellbeing

• David Kenney from Hall Chadwick

• Financial Management

• Greg Bosnich & Jennifer Proctor from
Volvo Car Australia

• Cultural Awareness
• Personal Toolkit
• Integrity
More detail on each of these focus areas is
contained in this Annual Report.
RUPA’s commitment to players’ advancing
their education and qualifications has
arguably been one of our major successes
over the years, with players provided the
opportunity to receive reimbursement for
a portion of their studies from RUPA each
year via the Training & Education Fund.

• Jamie Barkley & Jason Hill from Allianz
Stadium
• Tony & Josephine Sukkar from Buildcorp
• Karl Truijiens from PSC Australian
Reliance
• Campbell Fisher from FCB Group
• Mitchell Taylor & Cameron Crowley from
Taylors Wines
• Rob Regan, Brian Knight & Vicky Labroski
from Kaplan
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• Raki Amaranth & Mark McPhee from Link
Market Services
Final Acknowledgements
RUPA is proud of the robust and respectful
working relationship that we have with
the ARU and the Super Rugby teams.
The breadth of RUPA’s remit means it
is impossible to thank all those who we
engage with, however, my personal thanks
to Bill Pulver, Rob Clarke, Richard Hawkins
and Ben Whitaker for their partnership.
Whilst our perspectives may often differ,
ensuring the best outcomes for the players
and the game is constantly our mutual
objective.
Thank you to all RUPA Board Members
for the time that you sacrifice to lead this
organisation. All players should be proud
knowing that their elected representatives
take such care, consideration and
commitment in representing their best
interests and those of the game more
broadly.
Thank you to Gerard Phillips, Seamus
Dalton, Richard Breden, Braham
Dabscheck, John Langford, Cameron
Day and Pat McCutcheon, who each
volunteered their time to sit on joint
RUPA-ARU committees in 2016.
Lastly, a note of tribute and thanks to the
late Daniel Vickerman. Not just for what
he volunteered to RUPA in latter years, but
for all that he gave to the game and his
team mates whilst he played and coached.
May he rest in peace knowing he left
all he played with and for better for the
experience of having known him.

2016 VOLVO-RUPA
AWARDS LUNCH

MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE
Presented by Volvo

TAYLOR’S WINES PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
Presented by Taylor’s Wines

Winner
CHRISTIAN LEALI’IFANO

Winner
MICHAEL HOOPER

Nominees:
Israel Folau
Liam Gill
Dane Haylett-Petty
Matt Hodgson
Michael Hooper
Christian Leali’ifano
Sean McMahon
David Pocock
Jordy Reid
Hendrik Tui

Nominees:
Adam Coleman
Israel Folau
Bernard Foley
Dane Haylett-Petty
Michael Hooper
Reece Hodge
Sekope Kepu
Samu Kerevi
Sean McMahon
Stephen Moore

COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Presented by Hall Chadwick
Winner
PADDY RYAN

On 10 December 2016, the Annual RUPA Awards were once more
hosted in partnership with Volvo Car Australia at the Ivy Ballroom in
Sydney. The afternoon was well spent, acknowledging the on and
off field efforts of Australia’s professional rugby players and raising
funds for Hearts in Union.
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Nominees:
Ben Daley
Tim Metcher
Paddy Ryan
Jordan Smiler
Joe Tomane

MEN’S SEVENS PLAYERS’ PLAYER
Presented by PSC Australian Reliance

WOMEN’S SEVENS PLAYERS’ PLAYER
Presented by NAB Private

Winner
LEWIS HOLLAND

Winner
CHARLOTTE CASLICK

Nominees:
Allan Fa’alava’au
Con Foley
Ed Jenkins
Lewis Hollan
James Stannard

Nominees:
Charlotte Caslick
Chloe Dalton
Shannon Parry
Emma Tonegato
Amy Turner
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Presented by Kaplan Professional

COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Presented by FCB Group

Winner
ALICIA QUIRK

Winner
MATT HODGSON

Nominees:
Ross Haylett-Petty
Karmichael Hunt
Alicia Quirk
Tom Robertson
Tom Staniforth

Nominees:
Robbie Abel
Nigel Ah-Wong
Matt Hodgson
Jed Holloway
Patrick McCutcheon

NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR
Presented by Allianz Stadium

NRC PLAYERS’ PLAYER
Presented by Buildcorp

Winner
REECE HODGE

Winner
JAKE GORDON

Nominees:
Henry Hutchison
Reece Hodge
Andrew Kellaway
Joe Powell
Tom Robertson

Nominees:
Jake Gordon
Jono Lance
Izaia Perese
Irae Simone
Tyrone Viiga

PLAYER
MILESTONES
Acknowledging outstanding achievements in 2016.

WALLABY DEBUTS
# 891 Rory Arnold vs. England,
11th June 2016
# 892 Dane Haylett-Petty vs. England,
11th June 2016
# 893 Samu Kerevi vs. England,
11th June 2016
# 894 Nick Frisby vs. England,
11th June 2016
# 895 Adam Coleman vs. England,
25th June 2016

# 902 Tolu Latu vs. Wales,
5th November 2016

2016 AUSTRALIA WOMEN’S RUGBY
SEVENS GOLD MEDALLISTS

# 903 Kyle Godwin vs. France,
19th November 2016

Shannon Parry (c)

50 WALLABY CAPS
Israel Folau vs. Scotland,
12th November 2016
Nick Phipps vs. Scotland,
12th November 2016

Nicole Beck
Charlotte Caslick
Emilee Cherry
Chloe Dalton
Gemma Etheridge
Ellia Green

# 896 Allan Alaalatoa vs. New Zealand,
20th August 2016

100 SUPER RUGBY CAPS

Evania Pelite

# 897 Reece Hodge vs. New Zealand,
27th August 2016

Dave Dennis vs. Stormers,
May 1st 2016

Alicia Quirk

# 898 Tom Robertson vs. Argentina,
17th September 2016

Rob Simmons vs. Hurricanes,
May 14th 2016

Amy Turner

# 899 Lopeti Timani vs. Argentina,
17th September 2016

Rob Horne vs. Sunwolves
July 2nd 2016

# 900 Sefanaia Naivalu vs. South Africa,
1st October 2016
# 901 Leroy Houston vs. Argentina,
8th October 2016
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Sharni Williams (c)
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Emma Tonegato

RUPA maintained its comprehensive mix
of insurances policies to safeguard players
from the financial impact of catastrophic
injuries. RUPA continued to manage and
place the Income Protection Insurance
Policy for Career Ending Injuries. 2016
saw 3 claims made under the Policy; an
unfortunate outcome for those players but
reinforcing message of the importance of
the Policy.
RUPA continued to manage the RUPA
Superannuation Plan and assisting Rugby
Body payroll staff on compliance with
Insurance and Agent obligations. At the
end of 2016, RUPA initiated a review of this
Policy which will deliver enhanced longterm financial outcomes to Players.

PLAYER SERVICES
REPORTS

Image Rights continued to be a point of
contention as the Rugby Bodies use of
Player Image Rights in accordance with
the provisions of the CBA became an area
of concern. RUPA continued to advocate
on behalf of its members, in conjunction
with their Agents, in instances where
RUPA believed the Rugby Bodies had
contravened the CBA.

TOBY DUNCAN

The focus of RUPA Player Services in 2016 was developing and
advocating a played driven mandate for CBA V negotiations.

Although CBA IV remains in effect until the
end of 2017, RUPA and the Rugby Bodies
brought negotiations forward in 2016 in
an attempt agree to a CBA better reflective
of the current Super 18 competition
structure. These negotiations were
ultimately put on hold as the uncertainty
over the future of Super Rugby and
SANZAAR took precedence.
In addition to the broader CBA focus,
RUPA continued its industry-leading
insurance coverage, increased the
rigour and compliance of the Agent
Accreditation Scheme assisted by Rugby
Body involvement, developed and
implemented Australia’s first Pregnancy
Policy, continued to assist with long
service leave claims, provided players with
tax advice in relation to foreign earnings,
obtained ‘sponsorship immunity’ for
any sponsorship conflicts arising out of
players promotion of the AOC and 2016

Rio Olympics and implemented a delegate
structure to complement and assist our
current Board Members.
The latter half of 2016 became dominated
by the uncertainty over the future
SANZAAR competition models and the
financial distress of the Western Force.
The resolution of these issues became
the primary focus of the Game, which
unfortunately continue to remain as yet
unresolved in 2017.
2015, with CBA IV agreed and the financial
challenges of the Game seemingly
alleviated with the impending Super 18
broadcast uplift, RUPA was able to direct
greater attention upon the core business
of servicing our membership, most
notably through increased team visits and
our ‘What’s Important to You’ focus.
The top three issues raised unanimously
amongst our membership were Leave &
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Rest, Remuneration & Benefits and Mental
Health & Wellbeing. Other consistent
issues of important included Insurance,
Wealth Management, Professional
Development & Mentoring, Budgeting and
Career Progression & Selection.
With these important foundations set,
2016 allowed us to build upon this
player driven mandate of issues as the
basis of our CBA V positions. Greater
player engagement meant players took
ownership and control of the process,
flushing out the underpinning detail of our
four broad CBA pillars, being:

members, through implementing
recommendations from the 2015
NRC Player Survey into the 2016 NRC
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).
RUPA also undertook an NRC roadshow,
visiting every team around the country
to educate players on the role of RUPA,
the 2016 MOU and the obligations of all
parties contained within.

4 > Player Pathways and Contracting.

RUPA was proactive in relation to the 2017
WRWC, advocating an eligibility criteria
for Women’s 7s players. This process was
initiated in response to similar events
surrounding the 2014 tournament and
it remains unfortunate that Women’s 7s
players aren’t afforded the same freedom
of movement between 7s and XVs that
their male counterparts are, nor is the
same pre-eminence bestowed upon the
Women’s XVs RWC.

RUPA continued its education and
advocacy for our Buildcorp NRC

The role of Patrick Phibbs as Player
Relations Manager continued to evolve,

1 > Future of Australian Rugby;
2 > Performance and Wellbeing;
3 > Image Rights and Commercial;

establishing himself as the first point of
contact for all players, driving engagement
with the playing group and re-establishing
our connection and offering with past
players, Patrick took on a leading role with
a ASRU relationship as well as greater day
to day servicing of our partners.
The Agent Accreditation Scheme
benefited from the continuity and
perspective provided by its Board as well
as greater Rugby Body involvement to
drive compliance The Scheme continues
to be proactive in relation to conflict
of interest issues while expanding the
education offering to those entering the
professional system, namely schoolboys
and NRC players of the purpose of the
Scheme continues to be a focus The
Scheme was a central topic in CBA V
negotiations, and the Board made a
submission on its behalf to both RUPA and
the Rugby Bodies.
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The growth of the commercial appeal
of the game and its players continues to
test the bounds of the current CBA, and
consequentially is an area of significant
focus for CBA V. in 2015 RUPA took
proactive measures to advance this
dialogue by engaging experts to provide
advice on the current ATO position
with respect to Player Image Rights, the
commercial justifications and the current
and prospective contracting framework.
This underpinned RUPA’s position
with respect to our Image Rights and
Commercial pillar in CBA V and provides a
unique opportunity to take an innovative
and industry-leading approach in this
area. As traditional revenues streams
decline, it is important to take a long-term
and forward thinking approach in this
area, one RUPA has and will continue to
advocate.
RUPA built upon its player engagement
focus in 2016, assisted by the introduction
of our player delegate structure which
empowered a new group of players to
take on a leadership role, both within their
own teams and with RUPA. This structure
will broaden the scope of players with a
greater knowledge of RUPA, make RUPA
leaders more accessible within each team
as well as providing succession planning at
a Board level.
RUPA sincerely thanks all players,
Board Members, delegates, individuals,
partners and service providers for their
contributions and efforts throughout 2016.

COMPETITIONS &
PATHWAYS
“82% of Players said the NRC improved
their overall Rugby development”

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS RUGBY UNION
RUPA continued to engage beyond its
core membership by maintaining our
connection and commitment to the future
professional players of tomorrow through
our Major Partnership of the Australian
Schools Rugby Union (ASRU).
In the third year of our association with
ASRU, RUPA again presented to over
300 players at the National Schoolboy
Championships held at Riverview in July.
The content of the presentation focused
on who RUPA is and what we do, player
pathways and contracting, balance off the
field and preparing for life after Rugby,
mental health awareness and agent
accreditation.
Liam Rasch from Trinity Grammar School,
NSW II, won the RUPA Medal for best
player in the Final. The RUPA Scholarships
were awarded to Yirrbi Jaffer-Williams
from St Joseph’s College, NSW, and Dylan
Pietsch from The King’s School NSW.

The scholarships provide each recipient
with $2,000 to be allocated towards
further education in 2017 and allows RUPA
to play a small role in helping young men
pursue their future career ambitions away
from Rugby. The criteria include displaying
exemplary behaviour and leadership
at school, positive work habits and
application to study and involvement in a
variety of school or community activities.
Yirrbi has been part of an Indigenous
Youth Leadership Program at St Joseph’s
for the past five years and played a lead
role in his school’s commemorations
during National Reconciliation Week
this year. Yirrbi has plans to study either
communications or criminology in 2017.
Dylan originally from Wagga Wagga has
been a prefect at The King’s School for
the past two years as well as a House
Vice-Captain. Dylan is the first person in
his family to have completed Year 12 and
will be the first one to go to university with
plans to study Arts & Business next year,
majoring in Marketing.
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NRC

On The Field

In its third year, the Buildcorp NRC
continued to establish itself as the
third tier in the professional player
pathway, providing opportunities for
188 non-Contracted Players from Club
competitions around Australia, as well as
countless match officials, coaches and
team support staff.

Perth Spirit delivered on their promise by
defeating the NSW Country Eagles 20-16
in the Final at Tamworth, with Richard
Hardwick awarded Player of the Final.

In July, RUPA and the ARU agreed
to the 2065 NRC Memorandum of
Understanding, which contained the
key provisions relating to the NRC, most
notably:
• Player contracting rules,
• Compulsory nature of the Agent
Accreditation Scheme,
• Increased top up insurance for all nonContracted Players;
• Removal of the contracted player quota
per NRC team; and,
• Guaranteed minimum payment for all
non-Contracted players.

Jake Gordon (NSW Country Eagles) won
the RUPA 2016 NRC Players’ Player Award,
while Irae Simone (Sydney rays) won the
Buildcorp 2016 NRC Player of the Year.
Review
At the conclusion of the 2016 NRC
competition, RUPA undertook a survey
of the more than 300 participating
players, through a mix of qualitative and
quantitative questions. 126 respondents
completed the survey and RUPA later
undertook additional focus groups with
participating players at all five Super Rugby
Clubs. This Feedback was provided to
the ARU for review and formed the basis
of RUPA’s 2017 NRC Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) negotiation. The
players acknowledged the advances

made over the course of the past 2 NRC
competitions, however note the main
areas of concern and development from
2016 include:
• Distribution of talent and alignment
rules;
• Increasing player payments;
• Minimising further law variations;
• Continued advocacy for a national Rugby
calendar; and,
• High Performance support to NSW NRC
Teams.
Key metrics of the 2016 NRC Survey
included:
• 96% of players said, if selected, they
would participate in the 2017 NRC.
• 64% of players said their 2016 NRC
experience was improved against 2015
• 70% of players said the standard of play
in 2016 improved against 2015
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• 82% said the NRC increased their overall
rugby development
• 80% said the standard of coaching
increased on 2015
The law variations continues to be an
area of concern, with 44% of players
in favour of reverting back to the same
laws as Super Rugby. RUPA would like to
acknowledge and thank the work of all
stakeholders who make the NRC possible,
most notably Tony and Josephine Sukkar
of Buildcorp for their continued support of
the NRC.

HEALTH, SAFETY
& INSURANCE
Maintaining our robust focus and commitment to player welfare
issues, in 2016 RUPA in conjunction with the ARU continued to build
upon the significant medical and integrity initiatives established
over the course of previous years, as well as broaden our focus,
particularly in the area of playing surfaces .

AOC in providing targeted and random
testing results of various supplements
known to authorities. On the whole, the
Rugby Bodies were largely compliant with
both Policies, particularly acknowledging
the embryonic state of the Policies. Areas
for improvement exist, and RUPA will
continue to accept nothing less than full
compliance while continuing to work with
the Rugby Bodies to ensure the safety
and welfare of Players is maintained at all
times.
RUPA acknowledges the work performed
by ARU in this space. The ongoing
collaboration between the ARU and RUPA
will continue to strengthen this area for
the benefit of all Players and the game.

PLAYER, HEALTH, SAFETY & INTEGRITY
(PHSI) COMMITTEE

• Dr Warren McDonald – Chief Medical
Officer, ARU

Responsibilities of Player Support
Personnel;

During 2016, the Committee continued to
discuss pertinent issues relating to player
welfare, including concussion and the
Head Injury Assessment, heat guidelines,
an Australian Rugby critical incident plan,
the Supplements and Medical Policies,
the Illicit Drug Policy and the safety and
integrity pf playing surfaces.

• Dr Seamus Dalton – Medical Advisor,
RUPA

• Strengthening of the Consequences of
Whereabouts Failures;

• Mr Stephen Schmidhofer – Integrity
Manager, ARU

• Ineligibility for Presence, Use or
Attempted Use, or Possession of a
Prohibited Substance or Prohibited
Method; and,

Update on this being approved and
implemented? Nothing in PHSI Committee
folder.In 2016, the PHSI Committee
consisted of:
• Mr Gerard Phillips – Independent
Chairman, Partner K&L Gates
• Mr Richard Hawkins – General Counsel,
ARU
• Mr Ross Xenos – CEO, RUPA
• Mr Baden Stephenson, General Manager
Rugby, Melbourne Rebels
• Mr Benn Robinson – Player Rep, RUPA

• Ms Rosemary Towner – General
Manager Player Development, RUPA
RUPA wishes to extend its thanks to all
members of the Committee for their time
and effort in 2016.
ANTI DOPING
An updated ARU Anti-Doping Code
came into effect 1 January 2015 to
incorporate the mandatory changes
of the revised WADA Code. The WADA
amendments have also been incorporated
into the updated version of World Rugby
Regulation 21 by the World Rugby AntiDoping Advisory Committee.
These amendments include:

• Introduction of two new violations, being
Complicity and Prohibited Association.
A copy of the ARU Anti-Doping Code can
be found on the ARU website
MEDICAL & SUPPLEMENTS POLICIES
Following the successful introduction
of the Medical Policy and Supplements
Policy into Australian Rugby in 2014,
and a rigorous audit conducted in 2015,
2016 saw continued implementation
and compliance monitoring by the ARU
of the Rugby Bodies and Rugby Sevens
programs’ with these Policies. This process
was enhanced by the cooperation of the

INTEGRITY ONLINE
In season 2016, the Integrity Online portal
was utilised to deliver education modules
to all Super Rugby and Rugby Sevens
Players. It remains a requirement for team
management and all RUPA/ARU staff to
have completed these education modules.
The online portal houses all the relevant
polices, codes and rules that apply to
the players and support staff. It requires
participants to read these documents and
demonstrate their understanding through
a set of online quizzes related to various
topics outlined below. The online training
portal can only be completed once
participants achieve a 100% pass mark for
each quiz.
The following topics are covered in length:
• Anti-corruption and betting;
• Anti-doping;
• ARU’s Code of Conduct;
• Illicit Drugs;

• Medical Policy;
• Supplements Policy; and
• ARU Member Protection Policy (inc.
Inclusion Policy & Racism).
Copies of all Policies referred to in this
report can be obtained from the ARU’s
website.
PLAYER INSURANCE
In 2016, RUPA maintained its
comprehensive mix of insurance policies,
safeguarding players from the financial
impact of catastrophic injuries.
The policy received three claim
notifications during 2016, being two
current Waratah players and a former
Melbourne Rebels player. All three claims
were settled successfully in favour of the
players. Although it is both regrettable
and unfortunate that players’ careers are
ended prematurely through unexpected
and ultimately career ending injuries,
such claims are validation of the policy’s
continued existence and benefit for
players.
In respect of the 2016 NRC, an additional
‘top-up’ policy for a minimum additional
$250k on both Accidental Death and
Total Permanent Disablement for Non
Contracted Players was provided to
complement the coverage provided by the
ARU Community Sports Injury Policy.
RUPA continued to manage the
administration and placing of an Income
Protection Insurance Policy for Career
Ending Injuries through our incumbent
broker, PSC Australian Reliance.
The policy mix for professional Rugby
players continued in 2016 on the basis of
three policies:

• Extension of the Roles and
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ARU Community Sports Injury Policy
offering training and playing coverage
for accidental death and spinal injuries;
Maximum Benefit - $400k;
Professional Player Capital Benefits
offering additional 24/7 coverage for
accidental death and severe spinal injuries;
Maximum Benefit - $500k; and
Professional Player Income Protection
offering 24/7 coverage for players who
suffer a single, accidental career ending
injury. Maximum Benefit – 75% of base
contract value for two years post expiry of
playing contract, capped at $600k in total.
The continuation of the policy mix
continues what RUPA believes is an
Australian-first, with all professional
players contributing to fund an insurance
scheme for their benefit in lieu of Workers
Compensation, which professional
sportspeople are legislatively excluded
from coverage.. The RUPA membership
continued to commit to the deduction
of 2% of their total annual base salary
to fund the policies’ income protection
component. With the current policy mix
in place, players can focus on playing the
game and enjoy peace of mind knowing
RUPA continues to ensure our members
welfare is looked after.
RUPA would like to thank our brokers PSC
Australian Reliance and our underwriters
SLE Worldwide for their continued
assistance in the creation and placement
of the income protection policy for career
ending injuries. RUPA would also like to
acknowledge the ARU for their ongoing
financial investment, as required by the
CBA, in protecting the game’s greatest
asset.

AGENT
ACCREDITATION
PATRICK McCUTCHEON

In 2016, RUPA managed the Accreditation of 54 Player Agents in
Australia including a number of overseas based Agents. As part of
broader CBA-reform and greater industry buy-in, the legitimacy of
the Scheme continued to be enhanced and greater compliance was
enforced by the Agent Accreditation Board with the support of the
Rugby Bodies..
charter established by the Regulations of
the Scheme. The members of the Agent
Accreditation Board in 2015 were:
• Mr Richard Breden, Independent
Chairman
• Professor Braham Dabscheck, RUPA
Representative
The major challenges confronting the
Scheme during 2016 were the issue of
early release, the SANZAAR review into
Super Rugby and the Western ForceARU Alliance Agreement. Early release
continues to be an issue due to the lack of
alignment of the southern and northern
hemisphere rugby calendars, whilst the
review into Super Rugby and the Alliance
Agreement raised questions and concerns
over the future employment landscape,
as well as future employment security for
players.
With preliminary CBA discussions
undertaken in 2016, this provided
the opportunity for a review of the
Accreditation Scheme. This included
the Accreditation Board providing a
submission to RUPA and the Rugby Bodies
examining the design and operation of the
current Scheme, including the Scheme
documentation, and recommended areas
for enhancement of the Scheme for the
benefit of all stakeholders.
2016 saw RUPA maintain its ‘digital first’

approach to Agents with a dedicated
online portal established to maintain a
database of all Agents and allow them to
take the compulsory Agent exam. Further,
the continuation of the ‘Accredited
Agent Circular’ allowed the Board to
communicate important information and
updates to all Accredited Agents outside of
the Accreditation Conference.

In order to become and maintain their
Accreditation, all Agents must have:

Introduced in 2007 the RUPA Player
Agent Accreditation Scheme aims to
ensure that individuals and organisations
representing Australia’s professional
players demonstrate an appropriate level
of understanding of Rugby contracting
and the key industry documents. The
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
mandates that Rugby Bodies must only
deal with Agents Accredited under the
Scheme.

• Have in place Professional Indemnity
Insurance to a minimum value of $1
million; and

By becoming Accredited, Agents also
become bound by the Scheme Code
of Conduct and become aware of the
expectations that their players and RUPA
hold in relation to the services that they
provide.
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• Attended the full-day, annual RUPA
Agent Accreditation Conference;
• Satisfactorily completed a multiplechoice exam based on the key
employment contracts, scheme
regulations, and standard agreements;

• Made payment of the annual Agent
Accreditation Fee.
The Board declined a number of
applications during the course of 2016,
primarily based upon the existence of
conflicts of interest. The Board has been
and will continue to be vigilant in this area
to protect the integrity of the Scheme for
the benefit of all stakeholders.
Whilst RUPA administers the Scheme
on a day-to-day basis, it is governed by
a five-person Board, operating under a

• Mr John Langford, ARU Representative
• Mr Cameron Day, Accredited Player
Agent Representative
• Mr Patrick McCutcheon, Current Player
Representative
In addition to the Board Members, ARU
Contracting Manager, Mr Andrew James,
continued his involvement and the Board
thanks him for the perspective and insight
he brought to the Scheme throughout
the year. The attendance at Board
Meetings during the year of ARU General
Counsel Richard Hawkins and GM High
Performance Ben Whitaker, contributed to
the robustness of dialogue at Board level.
The major initiative of the Accreditation
Scheme continues to be the annual Agent
Accreditation Conference and subsequent
Accreditation Exam. The centralised
conference model continued in 2016,
enhancing the networking ability of the
day and ensuring a consistency in the
messaging and content delivered.
The 2016 Conference, hosted by RUPA

General Manager, Player Service &
Operations Toby Duncan, was held at the
Sydney Cricket Ground in June. It was
attended by more than 40 Accredited
Agents who received presentations on:
• Bargaining & Challenges, Ross Xenos,
RUPA CEO
• ARU Strategic Plan, Bill Pulver, ARU CEO
• CBA & Recent Player Issues, Adrian
Turner, RUPA Legal Counsel
• Wealth Management, Gary McMahon &
Andrew Fotheringham, NAB Private Wealth
• Financial Planning & Taxation, David
Kenney, Hall Chadwick
• Furthering Players’ Education, Alex Searle
& Chris Davern, Kaplan
• Player Insurance, Karl Truijens, PSC
Australian Reliance
• Australian Rugby Contracting Rules,
Andrew James, ARU
• Player Development Program, Rosemary
Towner, GM Player Development
• High Performance, Development
Pathways, NRC & Sevens, Ben Whitaker,
ARU
Thank you to all those who made time
available to present at the conference.
On behalf of the Board, I extend thanks
to Ross Xenos and Toby Duncan, for
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their efforts and energies in the ongoing
management of the Agent Accreditation
Scheme in 2016.
RUPA and the Accreditation Board
strongly believe that Accredited Agents
are a key stakeholder in the game. The
Board continues to maintain a high
expectation of their ability to represent
the best interests of their players and
advocate robustly and ethically on their
behalf. The Board wishes to acknowledge
the important role they play on behalf of
players and thanks them for their support
and counsel to their players. We thank
all Accredited Agents in 2016 for their
support of the Scheme and ongoing
services to players.

On the players return from the Games
RUPA prepared by putting together a
Post Rio Fact Sheet and a time line. This
included relevant articles, a questionaire
to identify their feelings over a 3 week
period and outlined the people who can
help. We targeted dealing with some of
the feelings post such a huge tournament
and especially with the women after such
success. Highlighted was the support
available to them, be it confidential or a
general catch up with their PDM to help
them understand some of their feelings.
Upon return to training and preparing for
another season, we followed up with 1:1
consultations with each of the players.

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
REPORTS

INTEGRITY AND OBLIGATIONS
VISA SEMINAR
On 28th November RUPA hosted a
Seminar in conjunction with FCB Smart
Visa (Jacob Wyllie) to discuss changes by
the Federal Government to the processes
and procedures around visas for elite
sports men and women, coaches, support
staff and other management positions
immigrating to Australia for the Rugby
season. A face to face session was held
at the RUPA office with three (3) agents,
three (3) ARU staff members, three (3)
RUPA staff members and a member of the
Agent Accreditation Board in attendance.

ROSEMARY TOWNER

The session was then repeated in the
afternoon via Webinar with three (3) RUPA
staff, two (2) Rugby Body staff and ten (10)
player agents registering.

ADMINISTRATION AND STAFFING

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
COMMITTEE

Robin Duff (Brumbies), Lachlan McBain
(Waratahs), Samantha Cox (Force),
Matthew Smith (Reds) and Cameron
Yorke (Rebels) all continued in their roles
providing specialist education, career,
wellbeing advice and working with players
to develop significant workshop programs
tailored to the needs of their players.
We thank them for their dedication and
commitment to RUPA and the players in
their care.

It would be remiss to not acknowledge
the contribution of Chairman Daniel
Vickerman to the Player Development
Program. Daniel’s death in early 2017
was a major shock to all involved in the
PDP. Daniel had been on the National
PDP Committee since 2012 and Chairman
since 2015. He has left an indelible mark
on the core make-up of the PDP and will
be greatly missed. Vale Daniel.
The Committee, made up of
representatives from RUPA and the
Australian Rugby Union, met twice in
2016. Thanks to Ben Whitaker, Stephen
Schmidhofer (replacing Phil Thomson),
Tim Rapp (replacing Jim Carmichael), Ross
Xenos and Braham Dabscheck for their
time and dedication to the Committee.

In March 2016, Gina Rees joined the PDP
as the Player Development Manager
– Sevens program. Gina, based at
Narrabeen, was initially 20 hours per
week, moving to full time in January 2017.
Lachie McBain’s work with the Sevens
program on top of his Waratahs workload,
is acknowledged.
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
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INTERNATIONAL RUGBY PLAYERS
ASSOCIATION (IRPA)
The GM, Player Development was
involved in a number of discussions
with the international Rugby network.
Discussions mainly focused on Mental
Health education and services provided
to players, with the majority of countries
having this topic as their key outcome for
the year.
AUSTRALIAN ATHLETES’ ALLIANCE
There were three meetings of the AAA
PDM Committee in 2016. These meetings
provide a forum for General Managers of
various professional sports to discuss and
share key governance, program and issues
around Player Development and Wellbeing
in a collaborative environment.
NOW, NEXT, BEST CONFERENCE
PDP staff joined 150 delegates from
20 different sports at the NRL/ASC

conference in June 2016 in Sydney. The
conference gave the chance for Olympic,
Paralympic and Professional Sports to
come together and compare and discuss
common areas with a main focus on
athlete wellbeing.
OLYMPIC SUPPORT SERVICES
In the lead up to the Rio Olympic games
RUPA PDP developed a plan that would
both inform and support the players and
their families through what was going to
be a once in a life time experience. PDP
knew that nothing could prepare them
for an Olympic Games however wanted
to try and provide them and their parents,
partners and friends with some knowledge
and support of what to expect.
Prior to the players leaving for Rio a
crisis plan form was sent out which each
player needed to complete. We asked
them to think about who would be their
crisis liaison for the games and how they

wanted to be communicated throughout
the games. This was to highlight the
importance of just having one point of
contact who would be what you might
call the ‘gate keeper’ for information both
to and from the player to other family
members. We also asked them to write
down any possible worries they currently
had with family members around ill health
or any other issues that may happen at
home and work out a strategy of how
they would want to be informed or not
informed. This was to promote them
having those hard conversations before
leaving for Rio about what could happen.
PDM Gina Rees, developed a newsletter
for the parents, partners and friends of the
players heading off to Rio which was well
received. It highlighted the importance of
having a communication plan, some safety
tips as well as some advice from parents of
other Olympians.
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Feedback from attendees was that it was
very well received and appreciated. With
such a complex topic, having access
to experts such as Jacob is extremely
worthwhile.
CRITICAL INCIDENT PLAN
In 2016 RUPA reviewed its Critical Incident
Plan which had been in place since
2008. As part of this process all Player
Development Managers were required to
review their own on-ground emergency
wellbeing plan to complement the RUPA
national footprint. The RUPA Plan was
developed into an Australian Rugby Critical
Incident plan and presented to the Player
Health, Safety & Integrity committee in
2016.
ONLINE INTEGRITY
The GM, Player Development worked
closely with the ARU Integrity Manager
to develop and deliver the Rugby Online
Integrity system. This system – across
all players and high performance staff
– meant that previously scheduled
workshops on the below topics are now
delivered online.

CLASS OF 2016: AUSTRALIAN RUGBY GRADUATES

CAREER &
EDUCATION
Supporting and guiding players to create and advance
employment options for their next careers

ELITE ATHLETE FRIENDLY UNIVERSITY
SCHEME (EAFU)
As a member of the EAFU, RUPA can lodge
eligible players (CPS & EPS) enrolled at
university to receive additional support
as agreed between the University and
the AIS. This year, we had 89 players
(approx.. 43%) registered. Of that list, all
are studying part-time (1-2 subjects) and 6
deferred Semester One studies.
CAREER HQ
As career specialists, Player Development
Managers are on hand to provide the most
up to date and individual career guidance
for players. This advice is complemented
by access to companies such as Career
HQ which allows players to develop
specialist reports and career direction.

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

COURSE

PROVIDER

TEAM

Robbie

Abel

Level 2 Coaching

Brumbies Rugby

Brumbies

Nigel

Ah Wong

First Aid Certificate

AVTA

Brumbies

Allan

Alaalatoa

First Aid Certificate

AVTA

Brumbies

Ben

Alexander

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Ben

Alexander

Cert II in Security Operations

ASEIC

Brumbies

Ben

Alexander

First Aid Certificate

Allen’s Training

Brumbies

Sam

Caslick

Certificate II in Fire Protection Management

Deltra Australia

Men's Sevens

Nathan

Charles

Level 2 Coaching

ARU

Force

Emilee

Cherry

Bachelor of Health, Sport and PE

University of Queensland

Women's Sevens
Women's Sevens

Emilee

Cherry

Certificate - Sports and Recreation

Open2Study

Tomas

Cubelli

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Tom

Cusack

Adv. Diploma of Business Management

CCC College

Men's Sevens

Dominique

Du Toit

Adv. Diploma of Business Management

CCC College

Women's Sevens

Blake

Enever

Level 2 Coaching

Brumbies Rugby

Brumbies

Kyle

Godwin

B Commerce

Force

Peter

Grant

Automotive Maintenance Certificate

Force

Dane

Haylett-Petty

B Commerce

Force

Ross

Haylett-Petty

B Commerce

Force

Matthew

Hodgson

Mental Health First Aid

Lewis

Holland

Adv. Diploma of Business Management

CCC College

Men's Sevens

Force

Ben

Hyne

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Jordan

Jackson-Hope

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Nick

Jooste

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Samu

Kerevi

Diploma of Business

AVTA

Brad

Lacey

Cert III in Fitness

Force

Jono

Lance

B Business

Force

Christian

Lealiifano

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Les

Leulua’iali’i-Makin

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Tyrel

Lomax

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Ryan

Louwrens

Cert III in Fitness

Reds

Force

Tom

Lucas

Adv. Diploma of Business Management

CCC College

Jake

McIntyre

Diploma of Business

AVTA

Women's Sevens
Reds

Sam

Myers

Adv. Diploma of Business Management

CCC College

Men's Sevens

2016 RUPA TRAINING & EDUCATION (T&E)
GRANTS APPLICATIONS BREAKDOWN

Sam

Myers

Barista Course Level 1

Seven Mile Coffee Roasters

Men's Sevens

Tiana

Penitini

Adv. Diploma of Business Management

CCC College

Women's Sevens

Joe

Powell

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Number of Players - 126

Alicia

Quirk

Level 1 Portuguese

CCE, Sydney University

Women's Sevens

Average Grant per Player - $3,125

Alicia

Quirk

B. Physiotherapy

CSU

Women’s Sevens

Beau

Robinson

Bachelor of Business / Sports Management

Griffith University

Reds

Rob

Simmons

Diploma of Business

AVTA

Reds

James

Slipper

Diploma of Business

AVTA

Reds

Total T&E Grants Provided Funds - $393,781
TEAM

NO. PLAYERS

% OF PLAYERS

% OF FUNDS

TOTAL

Waratahs

13

10

10

$40,500

Force

21

17

18

$69,640

Reds

9

7

6

$22,411

Jordan

Smiler

Level 2 Coaching

Brumbies Rugby

Brumbies

Hannah

Southwell

Cert III Fitness

Hunter Tafe

Women's Sevens

Hannah

Southwell

Cert IV Fitness

Hunter Tafe

Women's Sevens

James

Stannard

Adv. Diploma of Business Management

CCC College

Men's Sevens

Charlie

Taylor

Personal Trainer - Cert IV in Fitness

Well Being

Men's Sevens

Jeremy

Tilse

Asbestos Removal Supervisor

Sydney Safety Training

Waratahs

Dip. Business & Cert IV New Small Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Brumues

21

17

13

$50,905

Rebels

18

14

11

$43,453

Joe

Tomane

Past Players

25

20

28

$112,164

Matt

Toomua

Advanced Dip. Business

AVTA

Brumbies

Matt

Toomua

Cert IV New Small Business

Open Training Institute

Brumbies

Aidan

Toua

Level 2 Coaching

Brumbies Rugby

Brumbies

James

Tuttle

Diploma of Business

AVTA – Tim Van Dalen

Reds

Laura

Waldie

Cert III in Dentistry

Foundation Education

Women's Sevens

Men’s Sevens

10

8

9

$35,294

Women’s Sevens

9

7

5

$19,410
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PLAYER
WELLBEING

CULTURAL
AWARENESS

Strategies and assistance to manage the lifestyle and mental
pressures of professional rugby

Broadening players understanding and awareness of diverse
cultures, heritages and fostering inclusion within the game,

There have been a number of incidents
throughout 2016 which have provided
significant challenges for players, PDM’s
and HPU staff. The high level of education
of PDM’s in the Mental Health area
has proved to be invaluable as has the
communication between staff and team
management.
AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS RUGBY UNION
As major partner of the Australian Schools
Rugby Union (ASRU), RUPA presents to
all players every year, visiting each team
in camp throughout the week to discuss
who RUPA is and how we support players,
as well as other key information related
to RUPA’s work. This includes information
on agents, mental health, finance and
the importance of study, education and
professional development off the field.
RUPA also organised a special guest visit
from Batyr Australia, an organisation
who engage, educate and empower

young people to support others battling
mental health and to speak out about the
issues. The interactive presentation was
well received by players, coaches and
managers.
LEVEL THREE, ARU COACHING COURSE
In conjunction with the ARU Coach
Education Manager, RUPA has presented
to the Level 3 Coaches for two (2) years
(three sessions). The strategic decision to
educate the ‘next generation’ of coaches
aims to normalize the discussion around
mental health and provide them with
the tools and information in order to
ensure they are able to extract the best
performances out of their players during
their careers.
GOOD PITCH AUSTRALIA
In 2015 RUPA was approached to
work with Good Pitch Australia on a
documentary film around mental health
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in men in Australia. With Australian men
four times more likely to die from suicide
than women, the film aims to remove the
negative connotations associated with
depression, mania and anxiety. In 2016
Paddy Ryan and Bernard Foley have been
filmed as part of production process
which is due for completion in 2017.
RELATIONSHIPS AUSTRALIA & SOUTH PACIFIC
PRIVATE
RUPA continued to work with
Relationships Australia, a partner since
2001. Players (past and present) and their
immediate family can access up to four
sessions with a counsellor across areas
such as grief and bereavement, change
management, couples counselling and
other key areas of support.
South Pacific Private works with RUPA to
develop projects and allows staff to access
various educational programs available
within the rehabilitation industry.

FINANCIAL EDUCATION
Constant feedback from senior players
indicated the financial and budgeting
situation of pasifika players was of
significant concern to them.
Pasifika players can be put under
significant pressure by their families
and communities and it can impact on
their abilities to perform and achieve
at their best. With that in mind, and in
conjunction with the ARU, presentations
to u/20’s squads were undertaken
by Atenai Poa from MBA Wealth in
Queensland. One on one advice and
access to Atenai was then made available
to contracted players as needed.
FCB SMARTVISA
With three of the five Player Development
Managers actively involved in the
obtaining of Visa’s for players entering
Australia, the PDP entered into an
agreement with FCB SmartVisa. This

allows PDM’s to access expert immigration
and legal advice at no cost and a reduced
rate for any players/agents who wanted to
utilize their services directly. In a number
of occasions in 2016, this service has been
invaluable to both Teams and Australian
Rugby in ensuring appropriate Visas are
obtained.
NIU MOVEMENT WORKSHOPS
As part of the work in building Cultural
Awareness, Eddie Lealiifano (Christian’s
brother) and the Niu Movement have spent
time working with the Pasifika players.
The program discusses with participants
the challenges of walking in two worlds
(living their culture, and then living
the dominant culture’s) and explores
the benefits of maintaining cultural
connectedness and strength in identity.
The goal of the program is to give the
Pasifika players a greater understanding
about where they have come from, (both
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their own as well as their cultures histories)
and uses these stories to challenge
stereotypes and beliefs about leadership
and Pasifika’s role in society.
2016 PLAYER DEMOGRAPHICS - 189 PLAYERS
FORWARDS
Non-Pasifika		 51
Fijian			0
Tongan			13
Samoan			12
Maori			9
Indigenous		 0
Papua New Guinean
1
BACKS
Non-Pasifika		 69
Fijian			9
Tongan			5
Samoan			13
Maori			4
Indigenous		 2
Papua New Guinean
1

SKILLS &
COURSES

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

Advancing valuable life skills and experience to implement and
benefit from on and off the field.

Assisting players to implementing effective strategies for
saving and sharing, for now and the future.

Various workshops have been delivered at
each Super Rugby team to enhance player
development away from Rugby.
In total, there were 28 workshops
featuring 314 participants in 2016.
These included:
• Advanced Diploma of Management
• AFEX - Foreign Exchange Education
• Barista Training
• Business Basics – Job Interviews
• Business Basics - Career Development
• Cert III Fitness
• Cert IV Youth Work
• Coaching Kids Rugby
• Cooking
• Diploma of Business
• DJ Workshop

• Financial Workshop

NAB Private

HALL CHADWICK ACCOUNTANTS

• First Aid

Through the partnership between RUPA
and NAB Private, members who become
private banking clients can access a
package of benefits, regardless of whether
they meet the usual (high) income/asset
thresholds. Benefits include an annual
fee waiver for the first year, interest rate
discounts on home and investment
property loans and discounts on various
insurances including life insurance and
income protection.

Hall Chadwick is one of the largest and
most experienced Accounting groups in
Australia, servicing clients throughout
Australia and New Zealand. Players have
been using the services provided by Hall
Chadwick in areas such as Tax Planning,
Financial Advisory and General Insurance.

• Level Two Coaching Course
• LinkedIn for Business
• Media & Social Media Training
• Mental Health Education
• Mental Health for Coaches
• Networking
• Nutrition/Shopping Choices
• Pasifika Players Development Workshops
• Personal Branding
• PhD Interviews
• Refresher First Aid
• Shares & Portfolios
• Starlight Charity Engagement
• Wills & Estate Planning

In September, NAB hosted a sports lunch
with RUPA and Taylors Wines with a host
of sporting stars in attendance. Recently
returned from success at the Rio Olympic
Games Ellia Green and Evania Pelite spoke
and had many photos with their medals.
Also at the lunch was a panel made up of
Stirling Mortlock, Andrew Mehrtens, Daryl
Gibson and Owen Finegan.

With their Head Office located in Brisbane
many of the Queensland Reds players
were able to have 1:1 meetings with
Manager of Hall Chadwick Will Tuffley. Will
had extensive knowledge in providing the
players with the correct taxation advice,
structuring and planning to convert their
strong cashflow into wealth creation.

• Drone Licence Training
• Etiquette
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INDUCTION
CAMP
The 2016 Induction Camp was held at the Crowne Plaza Coogee
Beach and had representatives from all five Super Rugby Teams as
well as the Australian Men’s and Women’s Rugby Sevens teams.

36 young professionals gathered at the
Crowne Plaza hotel in Coogee in early
December for the annual RUPA Camp, a
three-day camp which is designed to help
prepare them for their first year as fulltime Rugby professionals. Players range
in age and gender, with some having
already played professionally and some
just a couple of months into their first
professional program experience, and they
come from all five Australian Super Rugby
squads as well as the Men’s and Women’s
Australian Rugby Sevens squads.
The presentations kicked off with
Australian Rugby Union General Manager,
High Performance, Ben Whitaker speaking
to the group about what it means to be a
Rugby professional in Australia. He spoke
to the standards and expectations of being
a professional, as well as how professional
players can set achievable goals and target
long and successful careers.

Next, RUPA’s Toby Duncan and Patrick
Phibbs spoke to the group about the role
that RUPA players in their professional
careers, before running a workshop
designed to help evaluate what these
young professionals view as the most
important topics affecting their ability to
be professional athletes.
The players came alive and there were
some fantastic debates, with Shanice
Parker leading the way when educating
some of the young men about the
differences between men’s and women’s
player contracting and Ned Hanigan
speaking passionately about the
importance of family support. Mental
health, educational pursuits away from
Rugby and financial management were
other topics they were keen to ensure
RUPA continued to prioritise and educate
players about.
Next it was in to a Cultural Diversity and
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Inclusion workshop with Bernadette
Stephens, who has Fijian heritage and
helped educate the group about some of
the personality traits of Pasifika players.
With approximately 35% of Australia’s
professional Rugby players identifying
as Pacific Islanders, and a healthy
representation at RUPA Camp, this proved
a really popular session.
Luke Ablett is a former AFL superstar from
the Sydney Swans, but yesterday he spoke
to the group on behalf of Our Watch, a
government initiative supported by all
professional sporting codes in Australia
which raises awareness around domestic
violence and sexual consent, and the role
professional athletes can play in reducing
current statistics. It was a raw workshop
with some challenging themes, but a sign
of the maturity of the group that they
approached it professionally and hopefully
learnt some things that they weren’t

previously aware of.
Dinner on Day One doubled as RUPA
Camp’s first ever Media Night, with FOX
Sports commentators Nick McArdle and
Stephen Hoiles presenting to the group.
They showed examples of some good TV
interviews and some (from other sports)
where the players came across poorly
because they either failed to prepare or
came into the interview with the wrong
attitude.
One of the best moments of the camp
came when McArdle highlighted a
wonderful post-game interview with
Melbourne Rebels centre Sione Tuipulotu,
who had attended RUPA Camp last year
and made a fantastic first impression
when he joined Nick and former Wallaby
star Phil Kearns for an interview after
starring on his Super Rugby debut. RUPA
Communications manager Pete Fairbairn
closed the evening by speaking to the

group about some of the benefits (and
potentially pitfalls) of using social media.
Day Two started with a presentation from
Sportradar’s Andy Cunningham about
the gambling restrictions that are in place
and which all of Australia’s professional
Rugby players must adhere to. Sportradar
is the global leader in understanding
and leveraging the power of sports data
and digital content for its clients around
the world, and they work with betting
agencies to monitor the behaviour of
professional athletes who are subject to a
code which prevents them from betting
on certain sports; in the case of our
rookies, and the staff in the room, betting
on any Rugby, anywhere in the world, is
strictly out of the question.
Dr. Warren McDonald and Stephen
Schmidhofer from the Australian Rugby
Union (ARU) were next, discussing all of
the integrity and medical policies to which
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the attendees are now subject to; there
were lots of questions about the likes of
supplements and concussion protocols,
with the over-arching theme being one
of players’ welfare being of the utmost
importance. Many in the room were
also surprised to hear that certain illicit
drugs can be considered performanceenhancing if found in a gameday sample,
as some famous cases illustrate.
After Morning Tea, the group split into
young women and young men for specific
workshops aimed at helping prepare them
for some of the mental demands their
career path will place upon them. Sally
Fielke, General Manager Corporate Affairs
at Sydney Airport and a RUPA Co-Opted
Director, joined RUPA’s female Player
Development Managers Samantha Cox
(Western Force), Robin Duff (Brumbies)
and Gina Rees (Rugby Sevens) to
workshop ‘What it means to be a Woman

in professional sport’ with the four female
rookies; Demi Hayes, Shanice Parker,
Hannah Southwell and Emma Sykes. They
were then joined by two of Australia’s
elite female athletes in Ellyse Perry and
Alyssa Healy to workshop ideas on how
to achieve your own pathway and take
control of your own destiny.

about how to manage their finances,
insurance, superannuation and more. This
was one of the most interactive sessions
at RUPA Camp thus far, with the young
athletes eager to learn about some of the
different ways in which they can try and
maximise their opportunities.

Meanwhile, our male rookies were
spending two confronting but rewarding
hours with Tom Harkin discussing
managing yourself off the field in balance
with the demands of being a professional
athlete. Encouraging and empowering
our young male professionals to speak up
when things are tough, and to confront
their vulnerabilities, is a positive message
and all credit to the young men for
the way in which they embraced the
workshop. What was said and by who
remains a vault, but Josh Coward, Richard
Hardwick, Harry Jones, Henry Taefu and
Alex Toolis were chosen as ‘guinea pigs’ to
have their nails painted to show that they
are comfortable challenging traditional
stereotypes of a male Rugby player.

The final session for the afternoon was
presented by the South Australian Fire
Brigade’s Rod Campbell and Michael
Holbrook, regarding road safety. This is
not a warm and fuzzy presentation; Rod
travels the country asking young people
to take the onus to behave responsibly on
the roads, and detailing examples from his
experiences dealing with road trauma in
order to illustrate the seriousness of the
subject matter. Michael’s late son Nicholas
tragically died seven years ago as a result
of unsafe driving, and his courage to tell
his raw and emotional story was not lost
on the group, with plenty of stunned
faces and more than a few tears. It’s a
great message for our young players, and
supersedes thoughts about training the
next day or making the matchday squad.

After lunch, RUPA CEO Ross Xenos
provided an update on the state of the
game in Australia before a number
of guest speakers from NAB Private,
NavWealth, Sherlock Group and BDO
talked to the group in mini-workshops

Finally to dinner, and we were fortunate
enough to be joined by ARU Chief
Executive Bill Pulver, who joined Ross
Xenos to speak to the group about
some of the challenges and exciting
opportunities the game is facing currently,

as well as the ways in which RUPA and
the ARU collaborate proactively to look
after the interest of Australia’s professional
players.

Demi Hayes

Former players Patrick Phibbs, Cam
Shepherd, Jeremy Tilse and Nathan
Trist, as well as current Waratahs Damien
Fitzpatrick, Angus Ta’avao and Brad
Wilkin, joined Ross and Bill in rotating
around all of the tables and sharing their
stories between courses, as well as being
interviewed in front of the group about
some of the most challenging times in
their careers. The intention was certainly
not to bring the mood down, but simply
to illustrate the challenges that lie in wait
and provide some advice around how the
rookies will be able to navigate through
them, and it was a cracking way to finish a
big day.

“I found it really interesting
talking with the Australian
female cricket players, Alyssa
Healy and Ellyse Perry. They
offered some great advice
about how to cope with
pressure and an insight into
their game preparation..

Ned Hanigan

On the final day of RUPA Camp, the
rookies heard from South Pacific Private
regarding mindfulness before heading to
The Ivy for the annual Volvo-RUPA Awards
Lunch. Our thanks go to the players for
attending and investing in the Camp, as
well as the professional programs for
working with RUPA to ensure the players
could attend.

“I didn’t realise how much I
didn’t know about policies and
all those sorts of things to do
with rugby and rookie camp
really helped me understand
some of them to make sure
that I don’t fall foul of any of
them during my career.

Ryan Macauley
“The mental health session
gave me a greater perspective
of what mental health issues
are, but also, how to identify
symptoms and warning
signs, something that is really
important to me as I can
maybe help a mate out one
day.”

Jack McGregor
“I really like the fact that we
got to meet all the other
rookie players and make
friendships, it was nice to share
our experiences with each
other and know that we are all
on the same journey.”
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INTERNATIONAL
RUGBY PLAYERS

AUSTRALIAN
ATHLETES ALLIANCE

The International Rugby Players’ Association (IRPA) was founded
in 2001 to promote, advance and protect the international interest
of professional rugby players. IRPA is the professional player’s
representative body on international issues of importance to the
players and the game of rugby.

The Australian Athletes’ Alliance Inc. (AAA), was established in 2007
and is the peak body of associations representing professional
Australian Athletes.

The members of the IRPA are the
respective player associations from:

ongoing relationship between World
Rugby and IRPA was debated.

• Argentina;
• Australia (RUPA);
• England (RPA);
• France (Provale);
• Ireland (IRUPA);
• New Zealand (NZRPA);
• South Africa (SARPA); and
• Wales (WRPA)
In 2016, the IRPA Board conducted regular
conference calls to update each other
on the progress of each National Player
Associations respective operations.
In addition to this, full IRPA Meetings were
held in London in May and in Dublin in
November.

This meeting was significant as IRPA
took steps towards the agreement of
a new MOU with World Rugby which
fundamentally changed the nature of
the relationship and respect between
the organisations. The new MOU, to
commence in 2017, would see IRPA
continue to support World Rugby on a
number of joint-venture committees
and also with various strategic review
projects. Additionally, IRPA would receive
an important increase in its funding
arrangements to deliver on the above
and provide a more sophisticated and
appropriately resourced voice for Rugby
players on a global stage.

RUPA CEO Ross Xenos also joined fellow
IRPA Directors for a meeting of the World
Rugby, Rugby Committee in Fiji in June
where several key issues including the

As a collective voice for the national
associations, the IRPA is able to take a
united view on World Rugby matters that
have significant impacts on the welfare
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and wellbeing of players globally.

In 2016, the AAA members were:

Following a significantly industrious year
for the IRPA and its members, RUPA would
like to acknowledge and extend their
gratitude to three men in particular –
Executive Director, Rob Nichol, Northern
Hemisphere Manager, Simon Keogh and
Southern Hemisphere Manager, Josh
Blackie. We also congratulate former
RUPA member and General Manager,
Omar Hassanein on his appointment as
the inaugural CEO of IRPA in early 2017.

• Australian Basketballers’ Association
(ABA;
• Australian Cricketers’ Association (ACA);
• AFL Players’ Association (AFLPA);
• Australian Jockeys Association (AJA);
• Australian Netball Players’ Association
(ANPA);
• National Basketball League Players’
Association (NBLPA);
• Professional Footballers’ Australia (PFA);
• Rugby League Players’ Association
(RLPA); and
• Rugby Union Players’ Association (RUPA).
As has been the case since the inception
of the AAA, RUPA and its membership
have benefited from the collective
representations which the AAA provides
on issues affecting the interests of all
Australian athletes to government, federal
and state bodies and as a collective voice
more generally.

2016 saw the the appointment of ABA
Executive Officer, Jacob Holmes, to also
take on the role of AAA General Secretary.
Jacob’s energy and dedication drove a
meaningful shift in the positioning and
efforts of AAA, which saw each player
association take a more proactive role
in profiling and supporting AAA with its
respective memberships.
This is perhaps best exemplified by the
hosting of the AAA’s first “Athlete Board”
Meeting in Melbourne in December, at
which RUPA was represented by Gemma
Etheridge and Benn Robinson. Other
athletes present were Joel Selwood,
Daisy Pearce, Sharni Layton, Cameron
Smith, Josh Kennedy, Mike Hussey, Bianca
Chatfield and Laura Hodges.
The meeting aimed to allow the players
themselves to develop a common
mandate of priority issues across all sports
to hone in the efforts of AAA in years
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to come. Wellbeing, safety, legacy and
partnership were the key themes identified
and discussed. This was an important
meeting to build on the AAA’s Policy
Platform, underpinned by
a Charter of Athletes’ Rights.
As part of the leadership transition of AAA,
RUPA CEO Ross Xenos was appointed
Chairman, managing all Board Meetings.
Rosemary Towner was also appointed
to both the AAA Concussion Working
Group and the AAA Player Development
Committee.

OUR PEOPLE

SPONSORS & PARTNERS

Ross Xenos
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Toby Duncan

Rosemary Towner

GENERAL MANAGER,
PLAYER SERVICES & OPERATIONS

GENERAL MANAGER,
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT

Adrian Turner

Robin Duff

Samantha Cox

LEGAL COUNSEL

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER - BRUMBIES

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER - FORCE

Patrick Phibbs

Pete Fairbairn

Cameron Yorke

Matthew Smith

PLAYER RELATIONS
MANAGER

COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGER

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER - REBELS

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER - REDS
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Gina Rees

Lachlan McBain

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER - SEVENS

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER - WARATAHS
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FOR THE
PLAYERS
AND THE
GAME.
THE

RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’
ASSOCIATION INC.
Level 1 / 10 Mallet Street
Camperdown, Sydney
NSW 2050, Australia
T 02 9519 8211
F 02 9565 4953

www.rupa.com.au

@RugbyPlayersAus

